
Mrs May       2 February, 2019

The 2016 Referendum and BREXIT - some Facts and Opinions

• In 1972, the UK joined the Common Market after a referendum. Many did not agree with this, but went
along with it in the spirit of democracy.

• Among many other things, we gave up 66% of our fishing rights, thus devastating many traditional
fishing ports and destroying thousands of British jobs.

• In 1992, the Major government passed the Maastricht Treaty with crude bullying and threats of its own
backbenchers. This treaty continued the process of transferring British sovereignty to Brussels.

• Once again, those against this treason sucked it up and got on with it. There were no street protests,
no constant parade of politicians and celebrities on the BBC rubbishing it, no hysteria in the media.

• In 2009 came the Lisbon Treaty (again passed by the government without direct consultation with the
people) which further massively transferred sovereignty to Brussels.

These successive bouts of sovereignty abandonment were of course in stark contrast to your party’s claim
by Mr Heath that joining the Common Market meant “no loss of sovereignty”.

However, we who opposed this from the start (as indeed would Winston Churchill certainly have been, he
who was voted as “The Greatest Englishman”) continued to accept it as the democratic will, EVEN
THOUGH we had as plebs no choice, the decisions all being taken by MPs.

• But then, after some 40 years of this treason, UKIP began to make serious inroads into Tory Party
support. (I shall henceforth refer to your party as “The Porkie Party”).

• David Cameron wanted to nip this in the bud by calling a referendum which he was absolutely convinced
he could not lose.

• HE LOST. The majority were not fooled by your party’s blatant lies and scare-mongering.

Since then, those conniving in the abandonment of our national independence for these last 40 years
have NOT (as we did) accepted the democratic will of the people, but have (with you as their leader)
waged a relentless campaign of lies, propaganda and political ploys designed to thwart or minimise the
People’s Vote.

• First we had Cameron’s resignation even though he had said he would stay to carry out the
referendum decision.

• THEN the Porkie Party elected you, a serially incompetent (we have noted your record at the Home
Office) REMAINER as leader. (A person of honour would not have stood for leader given your
REMAINER credentials.)

• YOU then waited AN ENTIRE YEAR before even invoking Article 50 and
• THEN after two years of failure to understand the issues - and indeed how to negotiate with bullies -

you finally produced a “deal” that has been described as “worse than REMAINING” and which was
defeated in the HOC (hardly a Eurosceptic place) by one of the largest majorities in history.

• Now you are STILL trying to push your plan, which is a blatant and hideous BETRAYAL of the
referendum vote - which was to LEAVE THE EU.



Please note, BTW, that in the 2016 referendum there was NO
option “LEAVE the EU but negotiate a deal that is demonstrably
NOT “LEAVING THE EU”. Nor was there any suggestion that
there would be a DELAY in leaving. On the contrary, YOUR
PARTY PLEDGED to enact the will of the people, which was “TO
LEAVE THE EU”.Any sane and educated person would take
“LEAVE THE EU” to mean with the conditions shown right:

Quite frankly, your actions have been a disgraceful betrayal of
both people and democracy itself. You have brought the latter
into disrepute to the point where ordinary working people (which
of course INCLUDES the “middle-class” so hated by “socialists”)
to the point where many are talking openly about civil
disobedience if this nonsense goes on much longer.

It is not too late to make amends for your surreally-crass performance to date. You can simply suspend
parliament and LEAVE THE EU under WTO terms on the date which the HOC made a legal obligation.
THAT is WHAT WE VOTED FOR and which is OBVIOUSLY the best option.

And PLEASE STOP using the term “NO DEAL”. Operating under WTO terms IS a deal, and moreover one
used by the ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY-FIVE SOVEREIGN NATIONS not in the EU - which is WHAT
WE VOTED FOR.

As for a “deal”, FYI, given the EU’s HUGE trade surplus with the UK, ONCE we are properly out they will
come crawling to make one because if they don’t, they will risk losing hundreds of thousands of jobs on
the Continent.

Are you not ASHAMED of your Party’s lies? I can tell you that well over the 17 million who voted LEAVE
are sick of this. And DO NOT CALL another referendum:

 • First, you have said a hundred times there would not be one.
 • Second it would mean a long delay and finally ...
 • LEAVE WOULD WIN by a MUCH BIGGER margin, and so it would have meant a pointless waste of

time or money, while THE COUNTRY (and not least BUSINESS) NEEDS CLOSURE.

THE GAME IS OVER, Mrs MAY. YOU HAVE LOST. GET US OUT and restore some element of your
honour and legacy. Your “deal” fools NOBODY, and if you force it through, the consequences do not bear
thinking about.

Finally, Mrs May - STOP the disgusting “Project Fear” drivel. NONE OF OSBORNE’S DOOMY
PREDICTIONS have come to pass. On the contrary, DESPITE the uncertainty caused by your moronic
incompetence, UK unemployment is at its lowest level for 42 years, while manufacturing, the Stock
Market, exports and FDI into Britain are buoyant. 

Across the Channel on the other hand:

• Southern Europe is in perpetual social and economic decline if not ruin thanks to the fraudulent euro.
• Italy is about to go bankrupt and bring down both the euro and Europe’s banks. (Are you prepared?)
• Germany is entering recession.
• France is in near-revolution mode as millions are sick of the Establishment AND the EU.
• Most EU members are sinking in debt, while the ECB is no more than a Ponzi Supervisor.
• Drunker, Verhoftwat, Tusk et al indulge in daily rants about how “stupid” we are to LEAVE; democracy

really isn’t their thing, is it?

This should all give you pause for thought, surely?

I have been hard on you, Mrs May, but you have brought it upon yourself. At least when one has wisdom
teeth out one gets an anaesthetic and it is over fairly quickly, but this excruciating BREXIT nonsense has
been going on for two years, and it is all still as clear as mud. We have had enough.

Yours sincerely Chris SNUGGS


